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ÚRBEL DEL CASTILLO Y
LA MESA DE ÚRBEL

Access through
'Ordejón de

Arriba'

'The
Piscárdanos' 'Fuentes del

Odra' geopath

'PEÑA AMAYA'

You can access through
'San Martín de Humada' or
'Ordejón de Abajo'. Choose
your option. 

BETWEEN 'PEÑA 
AMAYA' Y 'PEÑA

ULAÑA'

Discover all diferents routes around

Villadiego's region and Las Loras

UNESCO Global Geopark

Access through 'SanMartín de Humada'

'PEÑA ULAÑA'

BETWEEN 'PEÑA
ULAÑA' AND 'ÚRBEL
DEL CASTILLO'

It's one of the most
impressive and
important high altitude
moorland and it is a
perfect example of a
hung syncline.

It is a famous natural fortress with strategic
importance for population between 10th
b.C. and 16th centuries. 

Discover 'Fuentes del Odra' geopath
and 'The Piscárdanos', a exceptional

landscape between this two
moorlands.' 

'Peña Ulaña' has archeological remains of the Iron Age. 
It is essencial to visit 'Peña Castillo' and 'Portillo del Infierno'. 

Visit 'Los Valcárceres', 'Villanueva
de Puerta', 'Castro del Perul' or
'Hormicedo', a abandoned village.

'La Mesa'  is another hung
syncline inside Loras Loras

UNESCO Global Geopark which
is near 'Úrbel del Castillo'. The

main attraction is the tower, but
it has a very well conservated 

 walled terrace and cistern's
remains.  



639455144

turismo@villadiego.es

@T_Villadiego

Turismo Villadiego

WHAT YOU HAVE 
TO VISIT TOO...

Centro de Recepción de Visitantes del
Geoparque Las Loras 2.5.0. (Villadiego) 

OTHER INTEREST LINKS: 
HTTPS://WWW.PALENCIATURISMO.ES/VISITAR/LUGARES-INTERES/CUEVA-FRANCESES
HTTPS://SARGENTESDELALORA.COM/PRESENTACION-MUSEO-DEL-PETROLEO/

You can learn 'Geoparque Las
Loras' history through this
building. In the first flat you can
find every kind of information
about our geopark: culture,
nature, paleonthology or
geology. The second flat is a
genuine past trip you'll never
forget. Moreover, Villadiego is
known as #the6museumstown. 

Visit the others museums and
discover the relation between
'Peña Amaya', the etnography
or the art we have in our
surroundings.. 

More information:
turismo@villadiego.es

El mirador de la Lorilla (Humada)

'La Lorilla' s landscape: 'Peña Amaya' and 'Albacastro', an
impressive sight 

Twenty minutos from
Villadiego  we find

Rebolledo de la Torre, a
village where 'Peña

Mesa' is an essential
stop. 

Romanic church and geological
complex in 'Rebolledo de la Torre'
('Rebolledo de la Torre')

Excma.
Diputación de

Burgos

Contact with Villadiego

tourism team for

preparing your visit! 


